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Abstract—Existing neural network algorithms have the 
problems of slow convergence and low accuracy. In response to 
this phenomenon, this paper presents a neural network blind 
equalization algorithm based on feed-forward neural network. 
And we proposed feed-forward neural network blind 
equalization algorithm by research of traditional neural network 
blind equalization algorithm. And it is using a feed-forward 
neural network of the hidden layer to approximate the objective 
function. At last, we by combining the cost functions of feed-
forward network to correct the acquired information. 
Experimental results show that the experimental results basically 
consistent with the expected results. By comparison with other 
algorithms, this algorithm has better convergence and accuracy. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
In digital communication systems, digital signal crosstalk 

the generated between codes in the process of transmission, 
because the channel factors of multipath propagation and 
fading[1-2]. Therefore, People using the channel equalization 
algorithm to eliminate crosstalk between codes. Through the 
channel to compensate, so that the information received by the 
receiver to properly reload [3-4]. Traditional equalization 
algorithm is performed by a transmission side transmits a 
known training sequence to get the correct filter coefficients. 
And it is using these filters coefficients to changing the filter 
characteristics of the equalizer. At last, we can track changes in 
channel to achieve a better balance effect [5-6]. The blind 
equalization algorithms are skipping the training signal of the 
known. Instead, it is through the use of the receiver signal to 
construct cost functions. It does this by making the cost 
function is minimized to get the right filter. At last, it can 
achieve a balanced channel characteristic. Therefore, the paper 
chose blind equalization algorithms for data processing in the 
neural network. 

So this paper is improved of the traditional neural network 
algorithm. And it is redefined the correlation coefficient of the 
algorithm. And the use of thresholds to control the iterative 
updates method of the equalizer weights. When the correlation 
coefficient greater than the set threshold, represents the signal 
is strong correlation. So we should prevent the update 
stagnation of equalizer weights. Therefore, this paper is 

combined with the feed-forward neural network to get the best 
data. 

II. BLIND EQUALIZATION ALGORITHM 

 
Figure 1. Schematics of the blind equalization algorithm 

By observing Fig.1, we can see that system principles of 
blind equalization algorithm. According to the channel 
transmission works get the formula as follows. 

)()()()( nnnxnhny +∗=  
There in )(nx  is input signal of channel. )(nh  is the 

impulse response of the unknown channel model. )(nn  is the 
mean of Gaussian noise. 

In the CMA blind equalization algorithm, blind equalizer 
is transversal filters. Set It is the weight coefficient of the 
transversal filter.  
We can get that: )()()(~ nynnx ∗= ϖ  
According to the statistical properties of higher-order signal, 
we can get the cost function as follows. 
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Solutions for minimizing the cost function are 
DJn minarg)( =ϖ ， This is a typical problem of 

unconstrained optimization. By observing the cost function, 
we can see that )(ny  and )(nϖ  can determine the value of 
the cost function. Therefore, we are use of "steepest gradient 
descent" iterative calculation method. 
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That the weights of the adaptive algorithm is described as：
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Therein µ is learning step. And make the error function as: 

)()|)()((|)( 2 nyRnnyne CMn −∗= ϖ  
Power factor adjustment based on adaptive algorithm, we can 
get that )(1 nn +ϖ . 

T

nnn nnynen ))()()((-(n))(1 ϖµϖϖ ∗=+  
But in actual communication conditions，strictly linear 

channel does not exist. At this point requires nonlinear blind 
equalizer to solve the equalization problem of nonlinear 
channel blind. Neural network as a dynamic nonlinear system, 
it have a very distinct advantage in the Blind channel 
equalization. 

III. ARTICLE ALGORITHM 

A. Blind equalization algorithm base on Feed-forward neural 
network  

Through the study of the neural network can be found 
using feed-forward neural network can approximate any 
continuous function in hidden layer. Here it is analyzed as 
follows [7]. 

  
Figure 2. Architecture diagram of the feed-forward neural network 

Therein njminij  ,2,1;,,2,1),( ==ϖ  is 
connect weight value of the input layer and hidden layer unit. 

njnj ,2,1),( =ϖ  is connection weights value of hidden 
layer and output layer unit. Hypothesis the enter the hidden 
layer units is )(nuj ，Hidden layer unit output is )(nv j ，

Input of the output layer unit is )(nI , Equation of state for the 
the network as follows. 
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Therein )(xf  is the transfer function of neural networks, here 
select the transfer function of the neural network as： 
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In order to guarantee that the monotonic of transfer 
function, make it guide function is always greater than zero. 
This requires adjustment parameter λ  is greater than zero. The 
study found that different signal amplitude requires different 
parameters. When the amplitude of the signal is large， we 
should use the larger λ . In contrast, we should use the 
smaller λ . Through the study, we can found that hidden layer 
and output layer input values can response the signal 
amplitude response transform. Therefore, the functional of 
Threshold λ  as follows. 
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Hidden layer unit )(nuj ，output layer unit )(nI ，T is a 
temperature. 

)(nϖ ′  equivalent weights of neural networks. 
According to constant modulus cost function, we can get cost 

function： 22
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And then, using BP neural network algorithm down generation 
algorithm is as follows. 
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For the output layer： )()]([
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Combined these functions（4）（5）to substitution of the 
function （ 3 ） , we can get that ：

)()()(）1（ nvnHnn jj µϖϖ +=+  
Therein µ  is a step iterative. 
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For the hidden layer：
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Combined these functions（6）（7）to substitution of the 
function （ 3 ） , we can get that ：

)()()()1( inynHnn jijij −+=+ µϖϖ  

Therein )()()]([)( nHnnufnH jjj ϖ′=  
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In the cost function (1), According to the above iterative 
algorithm can be implemented in the neural network blind 
equalization. However, due to the non-convexity of the cost 
function, to avoid falling into local minima. Correction 
process as follows. 

B. Define the iterative step factor  
Through the study we can found that Iterative step 

factor µ  cannot be ignored in the convergence process [8-9]. 
However, these step factor µ  are fixed in most of the existing 
algorithms. Thus it cannot be applauded convergence result. In 
the algorithm, we can get different effects in different values 
of Iterative step factor µ .If we using large step factor, then the 
adjustment is large in every tap factor. That can make the 
convergence of the algorithm is enhanced. But when the tap 
coefficients of the equalizer approach the optimum value, tap 
coefficients will not be able to further converge. It would be 
shaking back and forth within a larger range at the optimum 
value. It will be result a large error in the remaining. In 
contrast, if we use a smaller iteration step factor, then the 
adjustment is small in every tap factor. That can make the 
convergence become slow. But when the tap coefficients of 
the equalizer approach the optimum value, the tap coefficients 
shake is small. As such, steady-state error will be small. But 
the amount of calculation will be larger. 

Therefore, in order to solve this problem, this paper 
proposes a may change iterative step algorithm. We are use of 
variable step instead of a fixed step size. We are using it to 
optimize algorithms. Iterative formula of tap coefficients is 
shown below. 
The iterative formula of output layer: 

)()()(）1（ nvnHnn jj µϖϖ +=+                                     (8) 
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Weights iterative formula of hidden layer: 
)()()()1( inynHnn jijij −+=+ µϖϖ                           (9) 

Therein )()()]([)( nHnnufnH jjj ϖ′=  
According the iterative formula of hidden layer and output 
layer, this paper is defined the iterative step factor µ . 

]}exp[--{1 MSE⋅= αβµ  
  ]}))((exp[--{1 2 neE⋅= αβ                                         (10) 
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Calculation it according to output signals )(~ nx  of blind 
equalizer and Input signal )(̂nx  of judgment. 
Therein α  is undetermined parameter. And it can control the 
speed of the step change. β  is scaling factor. It can control 
the factor ranges of the iterative step. And it is satisfy that 

)(3/2 Rtr≤β . 
Therein R  is the autocorrelation matrix of the equalizer input 
signal. )(Rtr  is the trace of R. 
 

C. Correction processing 
Consider for the same communication channel，If the 

channel is minimum phase,  that represent the channel can be 
guaranteed a reversible condition. In this case, cost functions 

DJ  and 
1DJ  have the same global minimum.  

)(~)(~)( 211 nxJnxJnx DD ⋅+⋅=                                     (11) 
Therein, enter the results )(~1 nx  obtained by the transversal 
filter. The output value as the input of neural network input 
layer )(~2 nx . cost functions satisfy of the expression 

11 =+ DD JJ . 
This paper presents a neural network under a dynamic 
correction, combination of transversal filter be redesigned.  

IV. SIMULATION ALGORITHM 
This paper is using the simulation probability of a binary 

sequence. At the same time, In order to make the simulation 
carried out smoothly, we have using the MATLAB to be 
simulation. And the use of the telephone channel and common 
channel as experimental. Then we using article algorithm to 
compare with the literature algorithm[10]. 

 
Figure 3．Convergence curve under ordinary channels  

 
Figure 4．Convergence curve under telephone channel 

  By observing Fig.3-4，we can found that this algorithm 
is superior to literature algorithm.  

Under ordinary channels, Convergence curve first 
increased up, but at the iteration value about 1000, it was 
reduce. But under telephone channel, Convergence curve 
diminishing from high to the low, until stable. The value of the 
proposed algorithm is always smaller than the literature 
algorithm. 
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Figure 5． Error rate under ordinary channels 

  
Figure 6．Error rate under telephone channel 

At the same time, observing Fig.5-6 we can see that the 
error rate of article algorithm is minimal, too. And we can see 
that ordinary channels can get a better resulting value with 
telephone channel. And then, The error rate of article 
algorithm is the best. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Proposed blind equalization algorithm has been modified 

dynamically. By combining the haracteristics of blind 
equalization algorithm, we make it fusion with the traditional 

neural network algorithm. And by improving its step and 
parameters, to make it get the better convergence effect. At 
last, it can correction processing of the output value. 
Experimental results show that This algorithm in terms of 
convergence error and speed are better other algorithms. 
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